August 6, 2020

**We Can’t Control COVID, So Let’s Get Back to Normal**

We cannot control the coronavirus. It’s tiny, infectious, in the air, we can’t see it and it’s impossible to even know who has it. However, the dire impacts from the continued shutdown are visible, an impact Sweden never faced because it never shut down.

We have more suicides, lost jobs, shuttered businesses, untreated medical conditions, worsening mental health, and children living needlessly in fear. Our debt is expected to balloon from 79 percent of GDP before Covid to 101 percent by the end of this year. The economic damage will be severe. About Sweden’s success, one economist writes, “The assumed benefits of a more severe lockdown policy appear to have been greatly exaggerated.” So, let's protect the vulnerable and get back to normal ASAP.
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*The Health Freedom Minute is now heard in 47 states: Mornings M-Th at AM1280 (The Patriot) in MN and 91.5 AM WHKC (FreedomFM) in OH, afternoons on American Family Radio, and daily on the CSN network and Bott Radio Network.*